Extra Wide Tall-Ette® Toilet Seat  
with Arms and Legs  
CATALOG NUMBER 72588-1000  

1. Insert the two safety bars into the four holes in the top of the plastic seat.  
2. Push the four rubber feet onto the ends of the safety bars.  
   (Note: Dipping the rubber feet in soapy water will make them slide on easier.)  
3. Turn the seat over and place the Lok-In-El® Bracket on the seat by pressing the two large pins into the two wells provided. Turn seat right side up. The flat bar on the Lok-In-El® Bracket will extend from the rear of the seat.  
4. Lift the toilet bowl seat to the raised position.  
5. Slip the flat bar of the Lok-In-El® Bracket under the hinge bar of the toilet seat. The bottom ring of the elevated seat must fit inside the toilet bowl.  
6. Adjust the legs so the seat sits firmly on the bowl and the legs rest on the floor.  
7. The seat is now ready for use. It may be cleaned by using a mild detergent solution and sterilized with alcohol.  

Caution:  
Do not use this product without the Lok-In-El® Bracket.  
Do not use this product if the seat does not fit inside the toilet bowl rim.  

Deluxe Sock & Stocking Aid  
CATALOG NUMBER 73582-0000  

Works with little effort, even the first time you use it. Flexible plastic core is lined with blue nylon on the inside to reduce friction and terry cloth on the outside to prevent the sock from slipping. Two long loop handles make it easy to use for people with limited hand function, back problems, wheelchair users or people recovering from hip and knee surgery. To use, slip the sock over the aid with the three fingers of the aid in toward the toe of the sock. Put the aid down on the floor while holding onto the loops. Slip the foot into the sock and pull on the cords to bring sock all the way onto the foot. Can be used with compression stockings up to 18mm/Hg compression rating. Plastic core has a one-year guarantee. Hand washable.  
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